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*Note- Before attempting the worksheet you must check the links given below which will help you in 
doing the same correctly. 
You can download the worksheets or if you do not have facility to get printout then you can ask your 
ward to copy the worksheet in a simple note book and must do exercise and question answers in the 
note book.

 https://youtu.be/jBYMcFDeMqU

 Q1 What is contemporary era? 
Q2 Explain cuban missile crisis ?
Q3 What  is cold war ?
Q4 What are the reasons of cold war?
Q5 what are the consequences of cold war ?
Q6 what is logic of deterrence?
Q7 what does USSR stand for ?
Q8 when did NATO and Warsaw pact came into existence ?
Q9 Mention the period of first and second world war ?
Q10 what do you mean by least developed countries ?
Q12 what was the differences in the ideologies of Western alliances and the eastern alliances ?
Q13  what was India’s policy of NAM ?
Q14 when and where the first NAM Summit was held ?
Q15 The drop of bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the US was a political game Justify the 
statement.
Q16  Name the alliances formed by the Western and Eastern bloc ?
Q17 What is NAM ?
Q18 Explain the  objective of NAM.
Q19 why the superpowers need Alliance with smaller States ?
Q20 what are the arenas of cold war?
Q21  Write the name of the Founder leaders of the NAM.
Q22 Write the name of various treaties or agreements that help to reduce the nuclear weapons .
Q23 “ the policy of staying away from alliances should not be considered isolationism  
neutrality”Explain.



Q24 What are the objectives of New International Economic Order?
Q25 Explain the factors responsible for the disintegration of USSR.
Q26 what is meant by NIEO .Mention any four reforms of the global Trading system proposed by 
UNCTAD in 1972.
Q27 what led to the emergence of bipolar world ?
Q28 What were the arenas of cold war between the two power bloc ?
Q29 Explain various arms control treaties ?
Q30  Write the name of atom bombs thrown on Hiroshima  and Nagasaki during the second world 
war ?


